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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [1], the existence of exact solutions of some uni lateral  problems are verified on computer  by 
certain procedures in finite steps. It  is difficult to apply  this method to the problem of which 
associated operator  is not retract ive in a neighborhood of the solution, because this method used 
the s imple i terat ion method.  In order to deal with such an operator ,  we have to devise a new 
method.  In this article, to verify such a problem, we propose a new idea for numerical  verif ication 
of some uni lateral  problems using Newton-l ike method.  Final ly, our aim is to give a solut ion with 
an error bound such that  existence of the solut ion within these bounds is automat ica l ly  verified. 
2. PROBLEMS AND METHODS OF VERIF ICAT ION 
Let D be a bounded domain of R 2 with a smooth boundary  F. We define 
a(~,v)=/Vu .  Vvdx+/uvdx ,  where~Ju .  Vv -Ou Ov Ou O~_J 
cgx~ Oxl + Ox2 ~)x2" 
Next, we define K = {v C H 1(~) : v >_ 0 a.e., on F}. Let f be a bounded and cont inuous map 
from H~(~t) into L2(~).  Now let us consider the following uni lateral  problem: 
f inducKsuchthata(u,v-u)>_(f(u) ,v-u),  VvCK. (2.1) 
We adopt  a(¢,  ~) = (V¢,  V~)  + (¢, ~) as the scalar product  on H 1(~), where ( - , . )  denotes 
the L2- inner product  on gt. Hence, the associated norm is defined by II¢IIH~(~) -- a(~,~b). In 
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the preceding paper [1], problem (2.1) is equivalent o that of finding u E Hl(f~) such that 
u = PKF(u).  First, we describe the basic verification technique in the present paper. We now 
take an appropriate finite dimensional subspace Sh of H 1 (~2) for 0 < h < 1. We then define Kh, an 
approximat ion o f / ( ,  by / (h  = ShA/ (  = {Vh : Vh G Sh,Vh >_ 0 on F}. S ince / (h  is a closed convex 
subset of Sh, now we define the dual cone of Kh by K/~ = {w E Hl(f~) : a(w,v) < 0, Vv E I(h}. 
Now, we consider the following auxiliary problem associated with (2.1), concerning any g E L 2 (f~): 
a(¢ ,¢ -¢)>_(g ,~-¢) ,  VCEK,  CEK.  
We then define the approximate problem corresponding to (2.2) as 
(2.2) 
a(uh ,vh- -Uh)>(g ,  Vh--Uh), VVh ~ Kh, uh ~ Kh. (2.3) 
Let u be the solution of (2.2) and uh E Kh be the approximate solution of (2.3). 
ERROR ESTIMATION A1. For each u and Uh, there exists a positive constant C(h) such that 
II u - uhlIH~(n) <-- C(h)llgllL2(a). Here, C(h) has to be numerically determined. 
For a bounded, closed, and convex subset U of Hl ( f t ) ,  define a set V C Hl ( f t )  by V = {v E 
Hl( f t )  : v = PKF(U), u C U}. Our goal is to find aset  U which includes V. Once V C U 
is obtained, noting that PKF is a compact operator on H i ( f  t), Schauder's fixed-point heorem 
gives the proof of existence of solutions to unilateral problem (2.1) in the set V and in U. Next, 
let us introduce the procedure for finding such a set U using computers. First, we describe how 
to obtain such a set of Hl(f~) on a computer. For any u E H~(f~), we define the rounding 
R(PKF(u) )  E Kh as the solution of the following problem: 
a (it (PKF(U)),  Vh -- R (PKF(u))) >_ (f(u), Vh -- It (PKF(u))) ,  
Then, for a set V C H I (~) ,  we define the rounding I t(V) C Kh as 
V Vh E Kh. 
I t (v )  : {v,  e Kh : Vh : I t(PKF(~)),  ~ e U}. 
Also, we define for V c Hl(f~) the rounding error RE(V)  C K[~ as 
~v ~ ~:;: Ilvllm(a) _< C(h)sup II/(~)IIL2(~) ~. RE(V)  
i. uEU ) 
We can denote V C I t(V) • RE(V) .  In practice, It(V) is represented as the linear combination 
of bases functions of Kh with interval coefficients. On the other hand, RE(V)  is taken as a ball 
in K ;  obtained by its radius which is evaluated using Error Estimation A1. Therefore, using 
I t (V) ® IrE(V) instead of V, the verification condition becomes 
R(v) ~ RE(V) c U. (2.4) 
3. COMPUTING PROCEDURES FOR VERIF ICAT ION 
In this section, we propose a computer algorithm to obtain a set U which satisfies the verifica- 
tion condition. Assume that {¢j}j=I...M is a basis of Sh, where M = dim Sh. Inequality (2.2) is 
equivalent to the quadratic programming problem 
[1 ] 
min (Uh, uh) (g, (3.1) 
We denote by I~ = (1, 2, 3 , . . . ,  M0} the set of all indices i associated with the internal nodes xi 
of the domain f~ and we shall denote by I r  = (-M0 + 1, M0+2, . . . ,  M} the set of all nodes indices i
associated with the boundary nodes xi of the domain ft and let I = In t2 I t .  
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By Proposition 4.1 [2], (3.1) is actually equivalent to the following discrete system: 
DIaIZ1 - Pin = O, 
(DIrzZI - PIp) air = O, 
Z~ _>0, 
Y,~ - D,~IZI -P Iv  >- O. 
(,3.2) 
Here, DH =-- (aij)i,jel, with aij = (V¢i, vCj)  + (¢i, Cj) and Z I is the coefficient vector for {0i} 
corresponding to the function Uh in (3.1). Further, PI =- ((g, ¢i))iet is an M-dimensional vector. 
We follow Rump [3]. Condition (3.2) means, because of Z~ r , Ylr >- 0, that for IF either Z~ r = 0 
or Yt~ = 0. Now, consider the following system of nonlinear equations: 
DiniZI - Pzn  = 0, , '3.3) 
YIr ZIp = O. 
Let (Zrr, Y1r) be an approximate solution of (3.3). Delete in (3.3) every variable ZIr, YIr for 
which the corresponding component of ZIr, ]>It is approximately zero. Thus, it can be reduced 
to the following linear equations: 
DII2I - /Sz = O, (3.4) 
where  L)II is a M x M matrix and iBi is an M-dimensional vector. In order to find a set U 
satisfying the above verification condition (2.4), we use simple iterative method. The simple 
iteration method is as follows. 
First, we obtain an approximate solution u(h °) E Sh to (2.1) by some appropriate method. Set 
U (°) = {U(h °)} and a = 0. Next, we will define R(V (0) and RE(V (i)) for i _> 0, where V (~) is the 
set defined as follows: 
We define R(V (i)) C Kh according to 
D, I2 , :  ( ( i  1 _< j <_ M. (3.5) 
Here, R(V (~)) is determined as the solution set of (3.5), as described above. In order to solve (3.5) 
with guaranteed accuracy, following [3], we have the following. 
tHEOREM 3.1. Let Z* be interval solutions of the linear system (3.5) containing the actual solu- 
tions. Then the following is true. If  inf(Z*) >_ 0 on I t ,  the quadratic programming problem (3.1) 
has an optimal solution ZI E R M. The nonzero components of ZI are included in Z*, and the 
others are zero. 
Note that R(V (i)) can be enclosed by R(V (i)) C ~M mjoj, where Aj = [Aj,Ajj] are intervals. j=l 
Next, RE(V (i)) is defined by 
Using (2.4), V (i) C R(V (0) • RE(V (0) holds. Check the verification condition 
R RE (v'") c 
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If the condition is satisfied, then U (i) is the desired set, and a solution to (2.1) exists in V (i), 
and hence, in U (i). If the condition is not satisfied, we continue the simple iteration by using 
&inflation, i.e., let 5 be a certain positive constant given beforehand, and take 
[o.+d = {v Ho (a): IlvllH'<a) --< C(h) 
M 
rr(i+l) ~ + 5] 
j= l  
U(i+I) rr(i+l) = + [c i+1] • 
sup  u(i)EU(1) k / [IL2(f~) J ' 
(3.6) 
With the above, we can carry on the verification process by numerically checking the verification 
condition and the conditions of Theorem 3.1. 
4. NUMERICAL  EXAMPLE 
We provide a numerical example of verification in the one-dimensional case following the pro- 
cedure described in the previous ection. Let ~ = (0, 1) and let g E L2(~). Let M be an integer 
> 0 and let h = 1/M.  We consider xi = ih for i = 0, 1 ,2 , . . . ,M ,  (that is, uniform partition 
of ~t) and ei = (X~-l,Xi). We then approximate HI(f~) by S h : {V h E C0(R)  : Vh[el C P1, i = 
1, 2, 3 , . . . ,  M} with, as usual, P1 representing the space of polynomials of degree < 1, and we 
approximate K by Kh = {Vh E Sh, Vh >_ 0 on F}. 
LEMMA 4.1. (See [1].) Let u and Uh be solutions of problems (2.2) and (2.3), respectively. I f  
g e L2(f~), then we have 
i (  h4 h2) ( h4 h2) 
Huh - UHHl(a ) < ~-  + ~-~ HgllL2(a) and I[Uh -- UlIL2(n ) < 2 -~ + -~ IlgHL:(a). 
Hence, we may take C(h) = v/(h4/Ir a + h2/Tr 2) in (3.6). 
We consider the case f (u )  = Ku  + (47r 2 + 1 - K) cos 27rx and now choose the basis {¢i}i=lM 
of Sh as the usual hat functions. 
The execution conditions are as follows: 
numbers of elements = 40, dimVh = 39, 
K = 0.9, extension parameters : ¢ = 10 -3, 
initial values : Uh (°) = Galerkin approximation for (2.1), oLO =0.  
Results are as follows: 
iteration numbers for verification : N = 3, 
L 2 - error bound : 0.003849, 
maximum width of coefficient intervals in {A~ N) } O.OO3860, 
coefficient intervals : as in Table 1. 
There exists an exact free boundary to the above example between the interval [0.994227, 
1.0057841. 
REMARK 4.2. In this paper, numerical verification of solutions for some unilateral problems 
using finite element method have been discussed only for simple iteration method. Hence, for 
K < -1  or K > 1, iteration (3.6) diverged and we could not verify this problem. That is, for not 
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xj Coefficient Intervals xj Coefficient Intervals 
0.000000 
0.025641 
0.051282 
0.076923 
0.102564 
0.128205 
0.153846 
[0.998076 1.001935] 
[0.985126 0.988985] 
[0.946612 0.950471] 
[0.883531 0.887391] 
[0.797517 0.801377] 
[0.690799 0.694658] 
[0.566138 0.569997] 
0.179487 
0.205128 
0.230769 
0.256410 
0.282051 
0.307692 
0.333333 
[0.426765 0.430624] 
[0.276289 0.280148] 
[0.118608 0.1224671 
[-0.042196 - 0.038337[ 
[-0.201956 - 0.198097] 
[-0.356536 - 0.3526771 
[-0.501932 - 0.498073] 
Omitted for xj = 0.358974 ~ 1.00. 
retractive operator in the neighborhood of the solution, it is difficult to use the scheme proposed 
in this paper. In order to verify this example, we will need some Newton-like type methods. 
REMARK 4.3. Comparing this paper with the preceding paper [1], there is little difference be- 
tween these two results. However, using some ideas from this paper, we are able to establish the 
solutions for some unilateral problems without any restriction property of the associated oper- 
ator. In order to use a Newton-like type method, a major difficulty in solving the fixed-point 
tbrmulation u = PKF(u) numerically is the treatment of the nondifferentiable operator I~-F. 
But, using (3.5), we can not only define a Newton-like operator, but also devise some Newton-like 
methods. 
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